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ABSTRACT
Multiferroic magnetoelectric nanocomposite 0.5 Zn0.3Ni0.7Fe2O4 – 0.5 PbZr0.58Ti0.48O3has been prepared through low
temperature chemical pyrophoric reaction process followed by solid state reaction route. Polarization – Electric field
loop shows the room temperature ferroelectric in nature. The ac electrical properties of the nanocomposites have been
studied employing impedance spectroscopy technique. The applied magnetic field dependent impedance studies reveal
the grain boundary plays the dominating role. Magnetically tunable dielectric properties of nanocomposites exhibit the
Maxwell – Wagner interfacial polarization in the system. The prepared nanocomposite has good piezoelectric and also
good piezomagnetic properties, which leads to investigate the magnetoelectric coupling of the nanocomposite as a
function of magnetic field. The observed magnetoelectric coupling may be due to the field dependent magnetostriction of
the piezomagnetic phase of the composite. These nanocomposites are the promising candidate for the potential
magnetoelectic device applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Multiferroic materials have received extensive attention in the last few decades, primarily because of their
numerous potential applications such as magnetoelectric (ME) devices [1] information storage [2], multistate
memory elements [3], sensors and actuator [4], electric field controlled ferromagnetic resonance devices [1],
transducers with magnetically modulated piezoelectricity [5-8], Li –ion batteries [9-10], super capacitor [1011] and high frequency antenna [6-7]. Multiferroic materials are those types of materials which can possess at
least two types’ ferroic properties in a single phase, such as ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, ferroelastic. The
multiferroic magnetoelectric materials possess ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties together. In nature,
there is very difficult to get the ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties together, because in ferroelectric
material needs unfilled ‘d’ orbital, and for the ferromagnetic material required half-filled ‘d’ orbital. This is
difficult to obtain magnetoelectric material in a single phase material [12]. But many researchers are able to
find some materials, which shows ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties together. Such materials are
Cr2O3, BiFeO3, BiMnO3 etc. [13]. These materials show the very low magnetoelectric effect. In the
application purpose these single phase materials are very difficult use. In this regard, recently someresearchers
are interested to prepare the magnetoelectric material with the combination of ferroelectric ferromagnetic
together [14-15].
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Researcher have been developed the ME materials in different ways to enhance the ME effect, such as sample
preparation technique, different types of sample, also various electroding technique etc.In past few years,
several research groups are trying to get high ME coefficient by preparing the different types of composites
such as composite films [16-17], ferromagnetic and piezoelectric in laminated structures [18-22], particulate
composites [23-25] etc. In this direction, N. Adhlakha et al. [16] have prepared the (1-x) (0.3CoFe2O4 0.7BiFeO3) - xpolyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) (x = 20 – 40%) nanocomposite films by hot polymer press
technique and found to maximum ME coupling for 40 % of PVDF concentration. Z. Tang et al. [17] have
reported the ME coupling of Bi4Ti3O12/CoFe2O4 composite films deposited on Pt (100)/Ti/SiO2/Si substrates
by chemical solution deposition technique. Y. Zhou et al. [18] have shown the value of ME coefficient in lead
free sandwich of Co-ferrite and (K0.5Na0.5)NbO3 - based ferroelectric film prepared through pulsed leaser
deposition technique. J. Wang et al. [19] have investigated the ME coefficient in bi-layered Pb(Zr0.52Ti0.48)O3
(PZT)-CoFe2O4 films having different PZT thickness as grown on (111)Pt/TiO2/SiO2/Si substrates via a
solution deposition process. Z. Chen et al. [20] have reported the angle dependent ME coupling for tri-layered
Terfenol-D/PZT/Terfenol-D laminated structure fabricated by stacking and bonding technique.
However, last few years many research articles have been published on micro size composites and laminated
structures, whereas a very few work have been reported in nanocomposites system [12]. A. Chaudhuri et al.
[23] have shown the large value of ME coefficient for CoFe2O4 (CFO):BaTiO3 core shell nanocomposite
prepared through sol gel method and hydrothermal technique. J. H. Lohr et al. [24] have presented the value
of ME coefficient for xLa0.5Sr0.5CoO3 – (1-x)BiFeO3 (x = 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.5 and 0.1) composite prepared by spray
pyrolysis method. Currently, we have reported the ME coefficient for lead free multiferroic magnetoelectric
composites xNiFe2O4 – (1-x)HoMnO3 (x = 0.1 and 0.3) prepared by low temperature chemical pyrophoric
reaction process [25]. R.V. Krishnaiah et al. [26] have found that the αE strongly depends on the volume
fraction of CFO in (100 - x) Na0.5Bi0.5TiO3 – (x) CFO (x = 20, 30 and 40) samples prepared through the solid
state sintering route.
In this context, we have reported the magnetic and ferroelectric properties and also magnetoelectric coupling
coefficient as a function of applied magnetic field of the 0.5 Zn0.3Ni0.7Fe2O4 (ZNFO) – 0.5 PbZr0.58Ti0.48O3
(PZT)multiferroic nanocomposite.The nanocomposites show the ferroelectric response at the room
temperature under the action of applied electric field. However, the AC electrical properties of sample are
changedwith the influence of applied magnetic field.
SAMPLE PREPARATION
The Zn0.3Ni0.7Fe2O4 (ZNFO) has been prepared by the chemical pyrophoric reaction process [27-32].
Thematerials used for preparation of ZNFO was high purity Zn(NO3)2. 6H2O, Fe(NO3)3. 9H2O and
Ni(NO3)2.6H2O. Therequired amounts of these materials were mixed in distilled water. All the nitrates were
soluble in distilled water. Thesolution was heated for few minute with constant stirring, at a temperature of
180º C.After some time TEA was added witha ratio of metal ion to TEA is 1:4. After adding TEA, the
solution became viscous and colloidal. The metal ionswere precipitated in the solution. At the same
temperature, HNO3 was added to dissolve the precipitation and thenthe clear solution was evaporated with
constant stirring. After complete dehydration, the nitrate themselves weredecomposed with the evolution of
brown fumes of NO2 leaving behind a voluminous, organic based, brownishblack, fluffy powder known as
precursor powder. The precursor powder was mechanically ground, and thencalcined at a temperature of 650̊
C in air for 5 hours to get nanocrystalline composite powders. The PbZr0.58Ti0.42O3(PZT) powder was
purchased from the APC International Ltd., USA and the prepared ZNFO nanopowder aremechanically
ground on a mortar pestle with its weighted ratio (0.5ZNFO and 0.5PZT) for 10 hours. Then circularpellets
was prepared and sintered at a temperature of 800º C for 5h. These pellets were used for ME
couplingmeasurement. We have done electroding on both side of the sample surface using high temperature
silver paste. Wehave used copper wire as an electrical leads.
The structural characterization has been carried out by X- ray diffraction technique (Bruker D-8 Advance
Diffractometer) with a monochromatic CuKα radiation. The AC electrical properties have been carried out
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using impedance Analyzer (Keysight, E4990A). ME coupling is measured by ME measurement setup
consisting of Lock – in Amplifier (SR830 DSP), Keithleymultimeter, Krohn – Hite Corporation Current
Amplifier (7500 Amplifier) and electromagnet (Polytronic CCP-100Y).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RESULTS
Structural Characterization
The structural characterizations have been done through XRD techniques at room temperature. The detailed
XRD pattern of 0.5 ZNFO – 0.5 PZT sample is shown in Fig.1. XRD peaks are indexed using ICDD- PDF2
Card No: 01-073-2022, Hexagonal, Rhomb centered, R3m (160) [33] for PZT phase and ICDD- PDF2 Card
No: 00-008-0234, Cubic, Face-centered, Fd3m (227) [34] for ZNFO phase. The XRD patterns show the
simultaneous coexistence of two types of phases and absence of any other parasitic phases in the
nanocomposites. Furthermore, we have estimated the average crystallite size for PZT and ZNFO phases of the
nanocomposites using Scherrer formula as [35];
Φ= kλ/βeffcosθ
where, Φ is the average diameter of the nanocrystals in Å, k is the shape factor, λ is the wavelength of CuKα
radiation, θ is the diffraction angle and βeff is defined as
βeff2= βm2 - βs2
where, βm and βs are the experimental full width half maxima of the nanocomposites sample and a standard
silicon sample, respectively. The standard silicon sample is used to calibrate the intrinsic width associated
with the equipment. The estimated crystallite size of the nanocomposite is ~ 43 nm for ZNFO and 55 nm for
PZT.
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FIGURE. 1.Room temperature XRD pattern of 0.5ZNFO – 0.5PZT nanocomposite. Analysis of XRD
patterns reveals the formation of single phase nanoparticles.
P- E Loop Measurement
To understand the piezoelectric behavior of the sample we have measured polarization- electric field (P - E)
loop at room temperature for 0.5 ZNFO – 0.5 PZT nanocomposites [36-37] at af of 73 Hz as shown in Fig. 2.
The value of Pr polarization is calculated using the relation as Pr = (Pr+ - (-Pr-))/2, where, Pr+ is the remanent
polarization at positive field and Pr- is the remanent polarization at negative field [38]. The maximum value of
remanent polarization (Pr) is found to ~ 0.04 μC/cm2 for the nanocomposite. This observation may be due to
the lower particle size of ZNFO phase in the composite. The coercive field (Ec) has been estimated using the
relation as Ec = (Ec+ – (-Ec-))/2, where, Ec+ is the coercive field at positive electric field and Ec- is the
coercive field at negative electric field. The maximum value of coercive field (Pr) is found to ~ 57 V/cm for
the nanocomposites [38].
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FIGURE. 2. The room temperature P-E loop for 0.5ZNFO – 0.5PZT nanocomposite at a f of 73 Hz.
Magnetic Field Dependent AC Electrical Properties
The ME coupling of nanocomposites is frequency (f) dependent. Moreover, impedance (Z) study of the
nanocomposites gives the f dependence of grain and grain boundaries properties of granular system [12].
Thus, ac electrical properties of those nanocomposites have been carried out at different applied magnetic
field (H). The impedance |Z|, real part of impedance (Zʹ) and imaginary part of impedance(Zʹ) as a function of
f at different magnetic fields for 0.5 ZNFO – 0.5 PZT nanocomposite is shown in Figs. 3 (a), (b) and (c),
respectively. The values of |Z|, Zʹ and Zʹʹ decreasewith increase in f and become constant at higher f region
for all the nanocomposites [12, 25].
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FIGURE.3.AC Electrical Properties of 0.5ZNFO – 0.5 PZT nanocomposite, (a) impedance
spectroscopy, (b)real part of impedance, inset shows the magneto dielectric (%) as function of H, (c)
imaginary part of impedance, inset shows the fitting parameter as a function of H and (d) Nyquist plot.
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This may be due to the interfacial polarization. The values of |Z|, Zʹ and Zʹʹ in the influence of applied
magnetic field are increasing in nature. Furthermore, we have plotted the magneto impedance (MI %) as a
function of applied magnetic field at different constant frequencys as shown in the inset of Fig. 3 (b). At every
frequency the MI % is found to increase in nature, but with increase in frequency the MI % is decreasing. This
may be due to the magnetostriction properties of the piezomagnetic phase of sample [25]. Here, we have also
plotted the Nyquist plot of the nanocomposite at different magnetic field as shown in the Fig. 3 (d). The
Nyquist plot has been fitted using RC Parallel circuit combination. Here, R stands for grain boundaries
resistance (Rgb) and the C stands for grain boundaries capacitance (Cgb). The fitting parameters have been
plotted as a function of applied magnetic field as shown in the inset of Fig. 3 (c). The Rgb is increasing with
increasing H, whereas the grain boundaries capacitance of the sample is decreasing in nature with the
influence of the H. This nature may be due to the magnetostriction properties of the piezomagnetic phase of
the nanocomposite [12, 25].
Dielectric constant (ε) as a function of f at different Hs has been investigated for the nanocomposites as shown
in Fig. 4 (a). ε is found to decrease in nature with increasing f, whereas it is decreasing with the influence of
H. The observed higher value of ε at low f region is explained through the light of Maxwell – Wagner
interfacial polarization or space charge polarization [39]. Interfacial polarization is the continuous
accumulation of charge carriers at the grain boundaries. Then these accumulated charges enhance the
dielectric constant at low f region. With further increasing f the accumulation of charge carriers goes decrease
resulting decrease in ε where at higher f range it becomes almost independent on f. This phenomenon can be
explained as the exchange interaction between the ions causing the local displacement of electrons in the
direction of applied electric field, these determine the polarizations. Furthermore, magnetodielectric (MD %)
have been plotted as a function of H at different fsas shown in the inset of Fig. 4 (a). In the low f regime the
MD % is high and the maximum value is found to ~ 8 %. Withincrease inf the MD % is decreasing in nature
as a function of H [25].
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FIGURE. 4.(a) Dielectric constant as a function of f of 0.5ZNFO – 0.5 PZT nanocomposite, inset shows the
magneto dielectric (%) as a function H and (b) Dielectric loss of the nanocomposite, inset shows the magneto loss
(%) as a function of H.
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However, we have also carried out the dielectric loss (tanδ) as a function of f at different H for the
nanocomposites as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Here, magneto loss (ML %) have been plotted as a function of H at
different fs, which is shown in inset of Fig. 4 (b). The ML % has also been decreased in the influence of H
[25].
The prepared nanocomposite have good piezoelectric and also good piezomagnetic properties, which leads us
to investigate the magnetoelectric coupling (αE) of the nanocomposite as a function of H. The ME coefficient
(αE) as a function of dc H has been investigated at room temperature. For this measurement, we have poled the
samples by applying a high electric field across the thickness of the sample. Now the sample has been placed
in a dc H and ac H, where the ac field is superimposed on dc field. The dc H gives a deformation in magnetic
phase whereas ac H gives a pseudo piezomagnetic effect, which generates an electric field (δE = δV/t) across
the sample, where, t is the thickness of the sample. α E can be calculated from induced voltage δV by using the
formula αE = δE/δH, where, δH is the applied ac magnetic field (= H ac) [12, 25]. The transverse component of
ME coefficient (αE31) and longitudinal component of ME coefficient (αE33) as a function of dc Hat a
frequencies (f) of 73 Hz has been carried out at room temperature as shown in Fig. 5. The value of αE31 and
αE33 for the sample isgradually increasing with H, attains a maximum value and gradually decreases with the
further increase of H. The maximum values of αE31 and αE33 are fund to ~ 1.8 mV/cm - Oe at H of 0.13 kOe
and ~ 2.4 mV/cm - Oe at H of 0.97 kOe for the nanocomposites at af of 73 Hz. The H dependent αE tracks the
variation of the piezomagnetic coupling between the piezoelectricity and magnetostriction [40]. The observed
experimental behavior of αE may be due to the growth of domain wall in favor of applied H, at a certain values
of H the growth become saturated, which shows a peak like behavior in H dependent α E curve. With the
further increase in applied field the growth of the domain wall decreases and the deformation in the sample
leads to decrease in αE value [41-42].
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FIGURE. 5.Room temperature magnetoelectric coupling coefficient of the nanocomposite as a function
of H in two different configuration, transverse and longitudional configurations.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusions, we have prepared 0.5 ZNFO – 0.5PZT nanocomposites using low temperature chemical
pyrophoric chemical reaction process followed by solid state reaction process. Structural analysis reveals the
simultaneous co-existence of both ZNFO and PZT phases and absence of any phase segregation of the
nanocomposites. Moreover, the crystallite size is found to in nanometric regime. Observed P-E loop shows the
ferroelectric nature at room temperature. The H dependent impedance spectroscopy reveals the grain
boundaries plays dominant role in measured frequency range. The Nyquist plots have been fitted using
parallel combinations of R-C circuit where the parameters Rgbs and Cgbs are varied with H. The ε at lower f
region may be due to the Maxwell – Wagner interfacial polarization of the nanocomposites. The room
temperature αE response is observed for the magnetostriction properties of the composites. These
nanocomposites are the promising candidate for the potential ME device applications.
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